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Introduction

Welcome !  I am going to discuss the Barry Equality Field Equation  utilizing M string 
theory in the 6th Dimension and how this can be used in my equation.

This work will update the Barry Equality Field Equation  by incorporating some of M 
string theory. I would like to begin by stating I will not consider the Big bang Theory because it has too
many issues and logic flaws. 

The Barry Equality Field  Equation after completing some research is a 5th Dimensional 
Equation because it accepts sub atomic particles ;therefore, it is a higher order Equation than Einstein's 
Theory of Relativity which looks about a 4th Dimensional Equation according to the M String theory 
standard model.

The definition of M String Theory is that it has 11 dimensions and accepts Big Bang 
Theory which I reject because Energy cannot be created nor destroyed laws of thermo dynamics. The 
Dimensions 1- 6 has a point of origins where it is claimed this resides. The 7th Dimension has different 
point of origins and shows some degree of Intelligent Design. I will be working on the 6th Dimension 
using Quantum fields and particles to update the Barry equality Field Equation and showing Energy 
does not have a point of origin but a gateway. Please note M String Theory at this level also uses 
parallel universes.

I will begin by presenting some visual graphics in Chapter 1.
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Visual Chart 2-a

         Parallel Universes with String theory
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Visual Chart 4-a

         
              Table of 1-6 Dimensions M string Theory
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5). Sub atomic Particles > Speed of Light

6). Quantum World (parallel and Multi-Universes)



Review of Charts and Discussions

I have read and watched some you tube videos regarding the M String Theory and found
it has some flaws in it's logic and reasoning skills. They are the following:

The first flaw in this theory starts with the notion that the Big bang Theory applies to 
dimensional space 1- 6 and there are points of origins beginning points. The issue with this is that 
Energy cannot be created nor destroyed. The points of origins is incorrect and should be Gateways and 
Node Points to the Higher and Lower Dimensions. A good example is I am here in this Universe and I 
created Quantum bits therefore I had to go from 6 to 4 causing a decay. The Node points act as 
gateways to higher and lower dimensions. The Gateways to Higher and lower dimensions follow the 
law of Thermo dynamics by recognizing that Energy cannot be created nor destroyed by using 
Gateways instead of points of origins.

The 2nd flaw is that in order to keep Einsteins Theory of relativity as valid the M string 
theorist places limits on dimensions 1 -6. The problem with this is Sub atomic particles have been 
clocked past the speed of light thus you cannot have a point of origin when the particles are accessing 
our Universe dimensions 1-4 thus Einsteins Theory of Relativity via lab results have been shown to be 
invalid because of the subatomic particles that have been detected and observed going past the speed of
light. The Barry equality Field equation has recognized this fact and acknowledging this in the 
equations Einstein equation does not recognize this and has placed limitations on it's own  equation.

The 3rd flaw is more or less logic and reasoning related. The argument when regarding 
divine beings angels comes from the 7th dimension. After completing research I found that angels are 
placed in the 7th dimension. The bible makes it clear that these angels appeared numerous times on our 
planet violating the laws of physics time and space.

One final Point in Chart 1-A the thick orange line connected to a dot represents a 
gateway. If the dot is not connected to a thick orange line it shows a Node Point.



  I would also like to note that there appears to be missing the 1st law of Thermo 
Dynamics. Energy appears to be trapped in a dimension like Big bang with no transference or change 
of Energy

. The 7th dimension has no point of origin on this level.  The problem is with this is 
throughout the Bible Angels have appeared on our Planet whether Good or Bad and have shown the 
ability to use their own powers given by God that violates the laws of Physics in other words powers 
used in the 7th dimension performed in our Universe thus the laws of Physics have been violated. I have
also found that some M String theorist state that higher dimensional beings cannot access our Universe 
which shows flaws in logic and reasoning skills when it was demonstrated in the Bible numerous times 
also  in the secular world Sub atomic particles > Speed of Light.

 I also wanted to show a hypercube in 6 dimensional space showing the complex level of
thinking that is required. If you want to know why I placed it in this work is because to show the 
required thinking that is needed given the understanding that time and space in 6 dimensional space 
have no meaning within our own universe. If I wrote a 6 dimensional encryption model, I would have 
to understand by creating a geometric shape I have placed limitations on it and it would lose the 
purpose and idea of this work.

In the next chapter, I will update the  Barry Equality Field equation that  will incorporate
the 6th dimension. I could also make a argument based on gateways and Node points for a 7th dimension
but I wanted to write about the 6th dimension strictly since I wrote three essays regarding Post Quantum
Cryptography. The gateways show the ability to change and transfer energy also it is not being created 
nor destroyed. Gateways are talked about in the book Of Ezekiel latter chapters for your information 
four gateways North, South, East, and West.



Chapter 2

         Updating the Barry equality Field equation



The Barry Equality Field Equation in it's original form is written below

& = (m2 -m1 ) * ( c2 -c1)  /q1
            /q2
             /q3
           /q4

The updated version of the Barry equality Field Equation using M String Theory is 
below:

& = (m2 – m1) * (c2 – c1) /q1

/q2
/q3
/q4 parallel
/q5
/ (∆q6) 2nd { +, -, *, / }

operands



The updated equation recognizes the ability to go between Higher and lower 
dimensions while recognizing Parallel Universes and changes through dimensions using gateways and 
node points following the laws of Thermo Dynamics.  I will now demonstrate a practical application by
creating a Network Topology Design in the next chapter.



Chapter 3

     Practical Application



      52 Point Network Specifications
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1).  Red Network 13 Nodes 9). Gateways  1-4

2).  Red Network 13 Nodes          10). Path to parallel Network Red to Red

3). Orange Network 13 Nodes 11). Path to parallel Network Orange to Orange

4). Orange Network 13 Nodes      12). Multi-Universe path Red to Orange

5).  Area space 1 13). Multi-Universe path Red to Orange

6).  Area space 2 14). Circular path around Network

7). Area Space 3                            15).  Gateway

8). Area Space 4

 



I will now go over the Network Topology Design and how it is similar to the M-String theory 6th

Quantum Level.

The M string Theory 6th level calls for parallel Universes on the Network Topology this is 
reflected on Items One through four using Red and Orange to reflect this. The Multi Universes have 
data strings that are connected to the different colors Red and Orange see numbers twelve and Thirteen.
As described previously, I do not recognize a origin or starting point (Big Bang) but a Gateway within 
the  Red and Orange Networks see Item number 9. The blue points represents a gateways 1-4 to the 
Internal or external worlds. The Paths of the Networks use data strings that are Linear in Nature but on 
Item 14 A circular path around the Network can be taken this shows Linear and Circular Motion also it 
might be observed that a linear and Circular path can be combined thus it creates Dynamic motion that 
is asymmetrical in nature. The gateways allow for the dynamic motion to be taken recognizing Energy 
cannot be created nor destroyed.

 The Network has four Areas of space with 13 nodes per space for a total of 52 Node points. I 
would also like to note it is possible to create dual strings within 1 path and creating a entanglement by 
placing switches on the red and orange Networks making the ability to see the IP packet a little harder. 
This is not masked but the path is entangled to the destination. A possible way is the dual string can 
have 1 public string the other private using IP addresses  this process is similar to encapsulation of a 
packet or creating a tunnel but the difference is the destination address will not be going to where it is 
intended. See example below:

Final

Destination

Real Path  Fake Path address used example (FCE0)

            Fake path address

(FCE0)



On a final note I have created within each area of space expansion and contraction 
represented by the paths taken by each area of space. The yellow gateway item number 15 is a gateway 
to another dimension.

 I have created a Network Topology Design with a Unique process of using dual paths 
that have fake addresses  and applied the M String Theory on the 6th level. This type of process should 
only be used in extreme situations and should not be used on a regular basis. I will now provide my 
final thoughts in the next chapter.



       Chapter 4

          Final Thoughts



Final Thoughts

The Barry equality Field Equation has been updated to work with the M String Theory
11th dimension based on Intelligent Design-God.  The equation recognizes the laws of thermo dynamics
using gateways to reflect the following :

1). Energy cannot be created nor Destroyed.

2).       Allows for change or transfer of Energy.

 3). The equation recognizes that sub atomic particles exceed the speed of Light.

   The Barry Equality Field equation works with the M string Theory 6th level dimension 
by updating the Equation to reflect parallel Universes and Multi-Universes.

 I have created a 52 point Network showing how a Topology Design could work with 
based on the following on the next page:



a). Four areas of space 1-4.

b). Thirteen nodes per area of space.

c). Four Gateways Internal and External Transfers.

d).  data Strings have access to parallel universes and Multi- Universes.

e). Linear and Circular Motion have been combined in this Network topology Design.

 I was surprised to be able to take  M string theory and have it work with my Equation. I 
do not know if I will be able to make a attempt at a 7th level because it requires some more study and M
String Theory reflects 7th level reaching Divinity which in itself is a complex matter. Thank you for 
taking the time and reading this work.
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